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VAL DISERE-011 From: €27,500/Week

Exquisite ski-in/out chalet created from an old monastery

8 Guests • 4 Bedrooms • 300 m² / 3229 ft

This chalet in Val d'Isere is protected by impressive fortress-like stone walls, creating seclusion and exclusivity
for its' guests. The chalet is located on the piste in the area above La Daille which allows easy access to the
Domaine de Espace Killy.

Chalet located on piste, bedrooms with separate sleeping and relaxation areas

All four bedroom suites have separate sleeping and relaxation areas. The marble walls around the bath are
adorned with delicately engraved snowflakes, while the floor is subtly heated. The bath is of impressive
proportions, each with a rain shower which converts into a steam room, easily seating up to 4 or more people
with remote controlled lights.

Hideaway movie screen, invisible swimming pool, Jacuzzi, massage room and wine
cellar

Original features blend perfectly with state of the art facilities. There is the movie screen which appears at the
touch of a button. Then the invisible swimming pool magically appears between the dining area and the outdoor
terrace complete with jet stream and corner Jacuzzi jets. The massage room and wine cellar just add to your
enjoyment in this unique chalet. The Chalet can be combined with chalet 019 also to be found in our portfolio
and creating the 'Domaine de Toit de Monde' bringing occupancy up to 16 guests, with double the facilities.
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Living Room

An impressive set of hammered iron ancient doors leads into a comfortable living room generously decorated
with furs and touches of East and West all elements referencing mountain history. On one wall, a chain motif
favored by the ancient Royal family of Savoie is carved in light relief on marble while from the other side of the
world, intricately painted antique Tibetan doors are integrated into the scene. Classic cocktails or specials with
an eastern touch are ready to be served at any time along with a choice of champagne, wine or something
warm and wicked. A hidden Home Cinema system with a giant drop-down HD screen with SKY HD access
transforms the living room into your own private movie-theatre or sports arena.

Dining Room

Folding doors with exquisite engraved marble panels open into a chandeliered dining room with hand-carved
dining table and chairs, upholstered with luxury designer shearling fur. The dining room can be curtained off
from the James-Bond style red-marble pool which is kept out-of-sight underfloor. With the curtains open, the
view of the slopes in daylight is enticing and at night, simply magical. The pool can convert into a softly lit water
feature, over which starry lights twinkle and reflect in the water, while stars do their bit in the sky outside over
the shimmering snow.

Spa Therapy Room, Sauna and Steam Rooms

Relax your muscles in the sauna then step next door into a world of tranquility for your spa treatment. A wall of
natural candles create a hypnotic glow in the room which is cocooned in a rich covering of gold metal and
marble dust-infused paint. The chalet is equipped with a Sauna made of Russian fir, in addition to the steam-
rooms in all the bedrooms.

Swim-in/Swim-out

Partly indoor and partly outdoor, the Pool is a ‘James Bond’ feature, the hidden red marble pool with
sophisticated underwater lighting is revealed by a secret moving floor device. Pool depth can be adjusted to suit
guest’s requirements (ideal for children) Water temperature is maintained at 33 degrees centigrade. The pool
includes a wave machine for exercise minded guests and a Jacuzzi facility in the outdoor section of the pool for
relaxation. The Pool is available for use at any time but the outdoor section is open until midnight only each day.
Swimming in the outdoor section is as close as is possible to swimming on the piste. Privacy is accorded by
stone walls and the naked piste on one side of the pool.
Read More
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SERVICS INCLUDED

Dedicated service from the chalet
staff
Daily housekeeping and turn-
down service
Daily hot and cold breakfast
Daily afternoon high tea with

home-made savouries and
patisseries
Champagne and canapés followed
by 4-course dinner with carefully
selected house wines for 5
evenings
Open bar for house selection of

spirits and house cocktail menu
Access to 24-hour menu (at extra
charge)
In-resort chauffeured vehicle
(8am-1am of following day)
In-resort concierge service

FACILITIES

A cigar lounge
Fireplace
Hammam / Steam room
Massage room

Parking
Sauna
Ski & boot room

Ski in/out
South facing terrace / balconies
Swimming Pool
Wine cellar

DISCTANCES

Airport: Geneva/Lyon, 3 hours by car
Town: 3 minutes by car
Skiing: 10 Metres

LAYOUT

LOWER GROUND FLOOR:
Wine cellar
Massage room
Sauna
Ski room

GROUND FLOOR:
Living room, fireplace (home cinema system)
Dining room
Kitchen
Cigar room
Indoor/outdoor swimming pool, Jacuzzi

FIRST FLOOR:
BR1: Double bedroom, fireplace, cosy corner, in room hand-crafted marble pool-bath (converts into hammam,
rain-shower), WC
BR2: Double bedroom, fireplace, cosy corner, in room hand-crafted marble pool-bath (converts into hammam,
rain-shower), WC

SECOND FLOOR:
Master Suite 1:
Sofa, fireplace, cosy corner, in room hand-crafted marble pool-bath (converts into hammam, rain-shower), WC
BR3: Double bedroom (on third floor)
Master Suite 2:
Sofa, fireplace, cosy corner, in room hand-crafted marble pool-bath (converts into hammam, rain-shower), WC
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BR4: Double bedroom (on third floor)
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